INNER JACKET 11
Make sure the shoulder marks on the hood line up with the shoulder seams as well.

INNER JACKET 12
When you are finished pinning/clipping, sew the hood to the jacket.

INNER JACKET 13
This is how your jacket should look when sewn.

INNER JACKET 14
Attach your interfacing along the zipper edge per manufacturer’s instructions.
Now you can put down the inner jacket. Next up, the outer jacket! :) 

THE OUTER JACKET

OUTER JACKET 1
Attach interfacing to reinforce the outer jacket’s zipper edges.
OUTER JACKET 2
Line up the pieces of the outer jacket and adjust pieces as needed so they all align properly, beginning with the front.

OUTER JACKET 3
Measure the pocket perimeter. To get the pocket band length, multiply your measurement by 0.7. Cut your band to this length.
I strongly recommend using a cuff or rib knit for the pocket band to get a great result. Fabrics such as jersey do not work well.

OUTER JACKET 4
Fold the pocket band in half lengthwise and place it between your pocket and the edge of the front bodice piece.
The pocket and the side panel piece should be right sides together. Pin/clip all layers together making sure to stretch the pocket band evenly along the edge, while making sure all layers are flush.
Experienced seamstresses may not need to pin/clip.

OUTER JACKET 5
Top stitch along the perimeter of the pocket opening, on the fabric’s right side of the side panel piece.

OUTER JACKET 6
Now turn the side panel piece over and place it with the wrong side facing up.
Place second pocket piece over the first with right sides together.
**OUTER JACKET 7**

Pin/clip pocket pieces together making sure the edges are flush, then sew them together along the curved outer edge.

**OUTER JACKET 8**

Repeat these steps for the other side. This is how your pieces should look with the pocket bags complete.

**OUTER JACKET 9**

Now align your right and left front pieces as shown.

**OUTER JACKET 10**

Picture 1: Place left front bodice pieces right sides together and pin/clip in place. ATTENTION: keep in mind that the side panel piece contains part of the armscye shortly after the rounding.

Picture 2:
Sew the two pieces together making sure keep the pocket bag clear of the seam. Top stitch as desired.

Repeat these steps on the other side.
OUTER JACKET 11
So the pocket bag does not slip after/during wear, you should fix it at the top and bottom to the side panel pieces. Tack it on the seam of the front pieces at the top and bottom about 1-1.5 cm with a straight stitch (green line).

Picture 1: Front View     Picture 2: Back View

OUTER JACKET 12
Now comes the back pieces. Place the upper back piece (yoke) on top of the main back piece with right sides together.

Make sure the center marks of the pieces match up and start to pin/clip from the middle working outwards.

OUTER JACKET 13
Once the pieces are pinned/clipped, sew them together.

OUTER JACKET 14
Now the lower back piece is sewn to the main back. Lay the cut pieces in front of you as shown in the picture.

OUTER JACKET 15
Flip the lower back piece up and with right sides together with the main back, pin/clip the center marks first. Now continue to pin/clip from the middle working outwards.

OUTER JACKET 16
Once you have the pieces completely pinned/clipped, sew them together.